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Abstract: This paper presents a review of different types of Induction cooker design which can be used for domestic heating and industrial heating applications. The designs focus on optimized power regulation strategy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The traditional way of cooking, is using liquid petroleum gas (LPG) or other bio fuels or electric heaters. It has been proved that the gas burners or traditional electric heaters transfer only 35-40% of its energy to the pan and remaining energy is lost and thus the total efficiency of the cooking system is low. Burning fuel also generates CO₂ and other gases, and this contributes to green house effect, and global warming.

In order to overcome the disadvantages of the traditional cooking process, the energy conversion by using the electromagnetic conversion in induction heating is being used increasingly. The efficiency of the induction cooking may be up to 80-90%.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The thermal performance of an induction cooker system is closely related to the distribution of eddy currents which are directly associated with the amount and location of the heating generation on the induction top.

The basic principle of a transformer is that when current is flowing through the primary winding, flux will be developed, and the flux induces emf in the secondary. Here the secondary side is cooking vessel and the vessel gets heated up.

The half bridge series resonant induction cooker consist of two switches with a coil. The input supply is converted in to DC by using rectifier. That output is given to the series resonant inverter, which is switched at very high frequency. Due to reversal of current, eddy currents are produced in the vessel, which produces heat.

There are three power regulation schemes commonly utilized in the popular class-D inverter, which are Pulse Frequency Modulation (PFM) [3]-[5],...
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) [6]-[8], and Pulse Density Modulation (PDM) [9]. Due to smooth regulation and Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) operation in all load range, PFM is the most preferred in many induction cookers. However, it suffers from the problems of higher frequency loss ratio during light load and thus lower efficiency induced. Although PWM control can ensure the inverter operating at constant switching frequency, the control scheme is rather complicated.

The equivalent electrical symbols for the coil is shown in the Fig 3. For phase-shifted PWM control, ZVS is difficult to realize at light load. PDM control strategy proposed by [9] achieves Zero Current Switching (ZCS) and power regulation at constant switching frequency, which is ZCS-PDM control. However, there is a current freewheeling mode during the power regulation in PDM mode [9], which inevitably induces conduction losses of the inverter in this mode. The ZVS-PDM control strategy by realizing ZVS and power regulation at constant switching frequency is proposed by [8], in which the current freewheeling mode is eliminated. However, the discontinuing operation of the inverter, on the other hand, causes lower heating transferring efficiency, especially at high power.

III. DIFFERENT TYPES OF DESIGN

J. Acero, R. Alonso, L.A. Barragan, and J.M. Burdio [2] presents a novel prototype of voltage source soft-switching PWM high frequency inverter with minimum circuit components, which can achieve wider soft commutation, simpler circuit, smaller physical size, lower cost and wider power regulation range, as compared with active voltage clamped edge resonant ZVS. The performances of this quasi-resonant soft switching PWM high frequency inverter operating under principles of ZVS and ZCS related soft commutation is comparatively evaluated.

J.K. Byun, K. Choi, H.S. Roh, and S.Y. Hahn, [1] proposed a systemic design of induction cooker with convex bottom Chinese wok for commercial applications. Here, On the basis of analyzing the coil characteristics and performance requirements, the overall power structure of the induction cooker is designed with underlying operation principle also explained the control algorithms for the power regulation of the cooker. This scheme proposes an optimized hybrid power regulation strategy.

In order to achieve high electrical and thermal performances, L.A. Barragan, D. Navarro, J. Acero, I. Urriza, J.M. Burdio [3], presents an analysis of high frequency induction cooker, using half-bridge series resonant inverter. This circuit is implemented by using the FPGA implementation, Fig 4. The circuit operation is first analyzed, using the Thevenin equivalent circuit method [8]. which are also verified by experiment, using a prototype cooker of 2 kW 30 kHz with variable power and variable frequency.

F.P. Dawson and P. Jain [4], analyzed the traditional design process and summarized elements in humanized product design, including function, modeling, color, material and interface. The conceptual and embodiment design process of induction cooker was illustrated to show a practical application for humanized product design. The prototype of induction cooker was made by rapid prototype technology.
i.e. conventional and optimized characteristics of induction heating.
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